The design of an optimol physical database entails art expo- 
Introduction
The design of databases is a difficult and time consuming process. The design process takes place on several leveIs. One of these levels is the physical level. A typical task Acu-sAcw7#l?$usA @1993m on this level is to determine the placement and access structures for relations resulting in a storage scheme, A siomge scheme contains the stomge conjigumtions of all relations which are involved in the database.
Comer [Come 78] demonstrated
that the subproblem of secondary index select ion, in determining an optimal storage scheme, is NP-complete.
In [ChBC 92a ] it is proved that even if the secondary index selection problem will not be relevant, the problem of determining an optimal storage scheme still remains NP-complete.
Because of the exponential complexity which is involved in determining an optimal storage schemel, the field of research is shifted to the problem of determining a good storage scheme. A storage scheme is considered as good if a competent human database designer would produce the same or a worse storage scheme with the same avail- If the optimizer changes the tool is adapted 'automatically'. One fundamental problem ofan optimizer based approach is the entailed exponential complexity. Finkelstein et al. [FiST /38] apply this approach to the optimizer of System R. They developed a tool DBDSGN which aims to select a good set of indices for each relation. Their tool could avoid the exponential complexity problem because they adopt the principles of System R. One of the principles of System R which reduces the exponential complexity considerably is that System R uses at most one index in proceaaing aSELECT' FROM WHERE part in a query. In general the optimizer baaed approach can reapplied for relative simple optimizers whose behaviour are predictable. Ifthis is not the case then all possible storage schemes have to be passed on theoptirnizer.
The knowledge based approach is characterized by representing the knowledge of experts in rules. These rules are then sequentially applied to generate a good storage scheme. A great advantage of such an approach is that it can help to narrow the number of alternative storage schemes which has to be explored in finding a good one. The reason for this is that experts can recognize quickly on the basis of experience and intuition that some storage schemes will be bad while others are eligible as good.
However, tools based on such an approach have the folIowing more or less serious drawbacks.
q The generated solutions of the tool are dependent on the knowledge of experts. The better the experts will be, the better the knowledge baaed system will be.
q The tool must be kept up to date. This means that if experts discover new rules of thumb this must be processed because otherwise experts can generate better storage schemes or generate them more quickly which would make the tool redundant. In this paper we adopt the idea of Finkelstein et al. [FiST 88 ] that the generation of good storage schemes should be made on the basis of information achieved by the optimizer and we also adopt the idea of the authors of the knowledge based approaches that knowledge rules can narrow the search space in finding good storage schemes. As a consequence we will present in Section 2 the architecture of a tool which is baaed on the integration of the optimizer and knowledge based approach. In an integrated approach the emphasis lies on knowledge =pects such as how to deal with uncertainty, ignr ance and the combination of rules. We will present techniques which are able to deal with these issues. will be used by the optimizer to its full advantage) is not present in the optimizer btased approach. This is the motivation to propose a tool based on a combination of these approaches called the integrated approach. We believe that a tool based on the integrated approach will result in a more powerful tool than one based on pure a knowledge based or an optimizer based approach.
The aim of the tool is to produce proposals for storage schemes given a workload, a logical scheme, the permitted storage structures, possibly other database characteristics such as the cardinality of the involved relations, number of available pages etc, and possibly requirements put by the user. For example, the user can decide to put an index on certain attributes which has to be adopted by the tool. The architecture of the tool is given in Figure 1.
Let us fetch a glance how the tool can be related to its users. After the tool received the cost estimations involved in processing the workload of the candidate storage schemes from the optimizer, it chooses the one with the lowest cost and presents it to the user. The user may possibly change some storage configurations and ask the tool for a cat estimation of the modified storage scheme. In that case the tool will check whether the modified storage scheme has already been evaluated. If this is the case the information will be given to the user otherwise the scheme will be sent to the optimizer. Note, there is also a possibility that the user can change the initial input parameters. This can be useful if the user lms made bad decisions with regard to the requirements.
The function of the knowledge system is to produce proposals for storage schemes. When and how storage schemes have to be produced is controlled by the tool.
The tool decides which storage schemes proposed by the knowledge system will be sent to the optimizer for an estinlat. iou of the invoivwi cost in processing the workload. The tool Ims also as t.asli to control the invocations of rules and rule groups.
The knowledge system consists of a rule base and a knowledge base management system. The knowledge b=e management system is responsible for the execution of rules in a proper way. The rule base consists roughly of three rule groups: 1.
2.

3.
A group containing optimizer dependent inforrrw tion which will be brought in by human experts or gathered by rule group 3 of the knowledge system. For example, several formulm can be used by an optimizer for the estimation of the nurrt- The last rule group is a special one and will be especially used when an optimizer is connected with the tool or the model of the optimizer will be changed. Suppose the tool will be coupled to an optimizer O. If the tool WM coupled before to optimizer O then some infornmtion will be stored in rule group 1. If this is not the case the tool should involie the rules of rule group 3 to collect relevant information such that it will be possible to use the information of rule group 2. As already noticed, in the selection process of secondary indices the con~plex-ity reducing measures, which can be taken, depend on the retrieving formula which is used. Suppose, for example, that rule group 2 contains the information, which complexity reducing meaaures have to be taken for each formula. If the tool wants to exploit this information it should find out which retrieving formula is used by the optimizer.
For this purpose rule group 3 can be invoked by the tool.
We will now illustrate the interaction between tile tool and the knowledge system in more detail. Suppose that the tool invokes all rules of group 1 with the highest 'belief' (belief is a way to model uncertainty and will be discussed in section 3) for a given set of input parameters. Then the knowledge system will give a set of crmdidrtte storage schemes. The tool may decide to invoke other rules on basis of the received canrfidate storage schemes because the time required to let the optimizer make an estimation of the cost of the storage schemes may be too large.
The advantage of the prop=ed tool is that we are sure that proposed storage schemes will be used to its full advantage and that we have to explore only a restricted number of storage schemes.
But, still two drawbacks of the knowledge base remain, the tool must be kept up to date and the generated solutions are dependent on the experts. \Ve crm partly take these two drawbacks away by puttil]g a functional requirement on the tool that it h.w to be extensible, so that it will be easy to add new rules to the tool or to improve existing rules.
The rules in the groups contain a certain belief and are ranked on basis of these beliefs. This belief is a way to model the uncertain character of rules of thumb which are used by human designers for physical design. Rules which contain facts will be given full belief. The rules and combinations of rules produce candidate storage schemes and gather information about optimizers. If they will propose bad storage schemes and irrelevant information, the tool will make bad choices. Thus the rules of thumb have to be modellecl carefully into rules and the combination of rules is also essential. 
For an example of this type of heuristic we refer again to heuristic 1 of Figure 2 .
Let C(a) be the extent (in %) to which a condition has been satisfied. Then, the second type heuristic can be characterized as:
In this heuristic z represents a constant value. For an example of this type of heuristic we refer to heuristic 2 of Figure 2 . The value of z in this heuristic is 10.
It is clear that the first observation makes the modelling of the heuristics into knowledge rules easier because in general the representation of qualitative notions into quantitative measures is a tough problem.
We will now concentrate on how to model the two types of heuristics into knowledge rules. The first type of heuristic (1) has almost the form of a knowledge rule only the belief committed to the heuristic is missing.
Before we propose how to commit belief to a heuristic we shall first introduce some definitions originating from the Dempster-Shafer theory [Shaf 76]. 
The quantity m(S) is called S's basic probability number
and it is understood to be the me~ure of the belief that is committed exactly to the set of storage configuration S. The total belief in S (Bel(S)) is the sum of the basic probability numbers of all subsets SS of S. The following definition describes the relation between belief and basic probability assignment in a formal way.
Definition
3.2: A function Bel is called a belief jinction over SC if it is given by (5) for some bpa m : P(SC) -t [0, 1].
Be/(S) =~m(SS)
Ssc s
Note, a basic probability assignment induces a belief function and conversely. In the following two definitions we will introduce the ntions of plausibility and ignorance. 
Definition
3.4: The degree of ignorance with regard to a set of storage configurations S, lg(S), is:
Ig(S) = IV(S) -BeI(S)
Example 3.2 Consider the following bpa defined over Sc={sl, sz, sa}. Sc; m(sc) = 1-f(a)
To clarify the meaning of the = operator we will consider the secondary index selection problem. Suppose we have a relation R consisting of attributea {a, b, c, .... n} and the placement of R is already determined. We have the t.nsk to select the most advantageous set of indices for R.
So, in this case secondary indices are the only permitted access structures.
We will model SC now as the set containing all pcssible subsets of {a, b, .... n}, because these are the sets of candidate index sets. Thus SC will contain 2" elements. Sc = {(a), (b), .... (n), (a,b), (a,c) ... .. (a,n) , .... (n-l,n),(a,b,c (b), (c), ....(n) .(b, c), ....(b. n), ....  (n -I,n), (b, c,d), .....(b..n)}) , n)}) = f(u) Note, the set =(lC(a)) contain s2"-1 elements.
To express that the index set (a) is the only one which is not supported but for example the set (u, b) is supported we use the notation rn({=(lc ([a]) )} ).
u An adequate modelling of heurist ics into knowledge rules requires in our approach for each heuristic an associated belief function. If experts can not estimate a belief function for an heuristic then the heuristic is probably not sufficient ly crystallized out.
Note, facts can be modelled by assigning a bpa with the value 1.0 to the fact.
Briefly, we can say that each knowledge rule will propose a number of storage configurations for one or more tables. In general, the proposals generated by different rules can support each other or can be conflicting. How to combine the proposals will be treated in section 4.
Combining of belief functions
In section 3 we have modelled heuristics into rule-s containing belief functions. For combining the belief functions we will make use of the combination rule of Dempster. This rule is most accessible when it is expressed in terms of the basic probability numbers, and especially when these basic probability numbers are depicted geometrically.
To make the discussion about the combination rule easier we introduce the notion of focal storage configuration. A storage configurate ion S is called a focal storage configuration if m(S) >0. The tool has now the choice to aend several storage configurations to the optimizer for an estimation of the cost in processing the workload defined on the database. Then, the tool will choose the one with the lowest cost. For example, the tool may decide to send all storage configurations with a belief greater than 0.8 to the op timizer. An example of a storage configuration which satisfies this condition is the storage configuration which has h,ashing on b as placement and the index set [c, e, a] as access structures. Note, this storage configuration has a belief of 0.95. c1
Suppose ml is the bpa for a belief function
The combination rule provides a mechanism to combine several rules so that it is possible to select a good storage scheme whether the rules are conflicting or supporting each other. In the example above it is illustrated how to deal with conflicting rules. For example, rule 1 does not support any vertical partition while rule 2 supports the partition (a, b). Figure 6 : Combining two belief functions with bpa ml and mz respectively optimizer and a knowledge based approach. In this way we profit from the advantages of both approaches.. In a combined approach the emph=ia lies on the ,aspects of the knowledge based approach because. the knowledge rules and the combination of these rules are responsible for the generation of candidate storage schemes. This means that we have to model rules ancl to perform the combination of rules carefully. \Ve have imalysed about 60 rules of thumb which are used by physical design experts at the G AK. We discovered that these heuristics can be classified into two types and we provicle techniques how to model these heuristics in a proper way into knowledge rules taking unccrfaintrj and ignore ncc into account. Then we propose to combine these rules with the combination rule of Dempster which h,as a mathematical foundation. The combination of rules which are conflicting and rules which are supporting each other can be treated in the same way. So, the foundation of a tool for physical database design has been achieved. Such a tool is more powerful because it may be connected to more advanced optimizers than the tool presented in [FiST 88]. The knowledge system of the tool contains information which takes care of the exponential conlplexity. This information is achieved by modelling the knowledge and experience of experts in a founded way which fits better "in practice. So, the knowledge system of the tool may simulate the knowledge imd experience of experta better thtan for example in the approaches of [DaJe 88,RoSh 91]. In general experts are able to generate a number of good storage schemes on basis of their knowledge and experience for a given workload and a logical scheme. The limited number of storage schemes proposed by the knowledge system will be pm.sed on the optimizer to determine the one with the lowest cost.
The foundation of the tool h,as as ac]vantage that proposed storage schemes can be better understood and possibly maintenance of the tool is easier.
Topics for further research are the implementation of the tool, the connection of the tool with Ingres and the application of the tool in designing large databases. 
